
a. Kentucky Wisteria - Wisteria Macrostachya

Entralecé b. Boston Ivy - Parthenocissus Tricuspidata
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Water rises from base with no 
mechanical pump used

Majority of  water spread through system 
through main veins in the assembly

Water slows down at top, as capillary 
action occurs best when against gravity

section view

Entralecé is inspired by how the 
intervention of  nature in an unnatural 
object can radically renegotiate the 
identity of  the object and strengthen the 
relationship that the object holds with its 
environment. Entralecé seeks to push this 
further and begins to explore how nature 
can not only change the identity of  an 
object but also bring diversity to the 
identity of  the object when multiple 
species are prompted to co-habit the 
space and mix together. 

The installation starts off  existing as a 
series of  skeletal aluminum structures that 

all appear to be separate entities with similar 
identities. Through the introduction of  a wide 
range of  climbing vine species, the installation 
will grow over a year to be a vibrant display 
of  colors and unique interactions between 
species. People will be encouraged to inhabit 
the space underneath the objects throughout 
any season to experience the way nature can 
change the way we think and feel about a 
space.

People tend to think of  nature as petulant 
when it grows out of  control. Entralecé seeks 
to inspire people to reevaluate that notion.

Water disseminated through the 
system through the use of  Capillary 

Action, a mechanism derived from 
the method of  delivery trees use to get 

water from the ground.




